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Introduction
§ Overview – CRISM and CAT
§ Summary of CAT functions
§ Recent CAT updates
Ø
Ø
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Summary parameters
Map projections

What is CRISM?
§ Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars
Ø
Ø

Hyperspectral imaging spectrometer
Two channels share a common telescope
– VNIR 0.4-1 µm; IR 1-3.9 µm.
– 6.55 nm spectral sampling

Ø

Two basic imaging modes
– Pushbroom mapping, 100 or 200 m/pixel
– Targeted, down to ~20 m/pixel
– Swath roughly 12 km wide

§ Onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
Ø
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Observing since 2006

CRISM Analysis Toolkit - CAT
§ Tools to:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Open and display CRISM images
Apply certain standard corrections
Produce summary parameters
Map project spectral cubes

§ Programming initiated by Shannon Pelkey and others at Brown
University; continuing contributions by many
§ Runs as extension to ENVI (Harris Geospatial)
Ø
Ø
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Current release runs under ENVI in classic mode only
Ray Arvidson and the group at Washington University in St. Louis have
made updates to run under ENVI 5.4

Is CAT still relevant?
§ Map Projected Targeted RDR (MTRDR)
Ø
Ø

New CRISM data product now being delivered to PDS
Additional noise filtering, photometric correction, map projection,
summary parameter browse images

§ Why keep CAT?
Ø

MTRDR not available for many CRISM data
– Mapping mode
– Targeted mode with restricted gimbal range (no EPF)

Ø
Ø

Viewing spectra, custom spectral processing
Make sure MTRDR corrections aren’t creating false signals
– Go back to radiance data (*_RAxxxL_TRR3.IMG) to start from unmolested
calibrated data
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CAT updates: summary parameters
§ From a “hyperspectrum” - an inscrutable vector with several
hundred dimensions – distill a scalar that summarizes something
interesting (for CRISM, typically an indication of the presence or
absence of a class of minerals)
§ Viviano-Beck et al. 2014 (JGR-Planets, 119, 10.1002/2014JE004627)
develop many new summary parameters for CRISM
Ø

New parameters take advantage of CRISM’s hyperspectral sampling
– More robust in the presence of noise
– Better discrimination between phases

Ø

Newly discovered spectral signatures

§ CAT now includes these new summary parameters
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CAT updates: map projection
§ CAT’s map projection now conforms to MRO project standards
Ø

Custom spheres, datum, and reference system definitions must be correctly
installed

§ Matches the MTRDR projection
Ø

Old CAT projection would produce slightly different images

§ Projection info in ENVI header now looks like…
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Ø

map info = {MRO Mars Equirectangular [IAU 2000] [20.00N; -19.26E], 1.0000, 1.0000,
-7816.5476, 1449239.2129, 1.8000000000e+01, 1.8000000000e+01,
D_Mars_2000_IAU_IAG_custom_sphere_lat20, units=Meters}

Ø

projection info = {17, 3393833.3, 20.000000, -19.260000, 0.0, 0.0,
D_Mars_2000_IAU_IAG_custom_sphere_lat20, MRO Mars Equirectangular [IAU 2000] [20.00N;
-19.26E], units=Meters}

Ø

coordinate system string = {PROJCS["MRO Mars Equirectangular [IAU 2000] [20.00N;
-19.26E]",GEOGCS["GCS_Mars_2000_IAU_IAG_custom_sphere_lat20",DATUM["D_Mars_2000_IAU_IAG_custo
m_sphere_lat20",SPHEROID["Mars_2000_IAU_IAG_custom_sphere_lat20",
3393833.260758386,0.0]],PRIMEM["Reference_Meridian",0.0],UNIT["Degree",
0.0174532925199433]],PROJECTION["Equidistant_Cylindrical"],PARAMETER["False_Easting",
0.0],PARAMETER["False_Northing",
0.0],PARAMETER["Central_Meridian",-19.26000022888184],PARAMETER["Standard_Parallel_1",
20.0],UNIT["Meter",1.0]]

CAT updates: map projection 2
§ CAT will now by default drop the “disconnected frames” that appear on some
images when map projected
Ø

These occur when the gimbal stops scanning before the detector stops recording
image frames

Default projection: “Keep
disconnected frames” not
selected...

Select the option if you
want them
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This afternoon
§ 3:15 p.m. in the Agassiz Room
§ CRISM data workshop
Ø

How to get CRISM data
How to process a CRISM image

Ø

Introduction to analysis

Ø
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